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Boots, Shoes, Bags, Belts for wherever life takes you
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NEW
Bright, colourful and vegan...
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Stacey Boot
 £125.00

Our really comfy boot fea-
tures 4 lace holes to hold it snugly around your ankles 
leaving room to wiggle your toes. Built in underfoot 
padding will keep you comfy. Shown in Scarlet with 
Purple and also available in Purple with Scarlet. Sizes 
2½-3 up to 8½-9

Eden bag
 £84.00

This is what you’ve asked for…lovely, colourful, 
curvy bag featuring a front pocket and applique 
detail to the flap. Get your ideal fit from the 
adjustable shoulder strap. Size 28x23x7cm. 
Shown in Scarlet, also available in Purple, Nut 
Brown and Jet Black.

Your favourite 
style - thanks to the fabulous underfoot 

comfort. Now available in a rainbow of 
19 - yes 19 colours! Shown here in Scarlet, 

but see back cover for a choice of all 19 
colours. Sizes 2½-3 up to 8½-9

Laurel Shoe
  £75.00

Contents:
Ladies Styles Pages 2-14
Customer Comments Page 15
Accessories Page 16-18

Welcome to our world of Vegan Foot 
Comfort!

There‛s a lot to be proud of in the UK and we‛re very 
proud to have been making our Vegan shoes, by hand 
in our own workshop since 1999. Our little elves send 
shoes all over the world to people who‛ve discovered 
our fabulous foot comfort.

We use breathable microfi bre for the uppers and 
make each pair by hand especially for your order. We 
use the foot drawings and measurements you send 
us to select various combinations of pattern pieces 
so your shoes are as close as possible to your foot 
specifi cation (this is not ‘made to measure‛ but is a lot 
more comfy than a ‘box standard‛ pair!).

Our styles are casual and comfy and feature shock 
absorbing soles and padded insoles for some styles. 
See how delighted our customers are with our 
legendary foot comfort in our ‘Comments‛ online.

We save your fi t details so re-ordering is easy - we 
really are your personal shoe makers!  

Hand made 
in the UK in

our own 
workshop

Belts Pages 19-20
Celtic Collection Page 21
Mens Styles Pages 22-25
Measuring Guide Page 26

hand stitched

springy soles

padded insoles

breathable uppers

deep toe

Why we’re so comfy...

It‛s even possisble to have your favourite 
Freerangers shoes refurbished - they‛ll come 
back almost as good as new!

We have a range of matching bags plus belts that 
won‛t split, wallets and small accessories and the 
largest colour range of any vegan shoe supplier.

What have you got to lose -you can order online 
at www.freerangers.co.uk 
by email to info@freerangers.co.uk 
by telephone 01207 565957or by post - we‛re 
waiting to get to work for you.

Here we are hard at work making your shoes!
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Our really comfy short boot features hand brogue details 
with contrast background. Lovely snug fit around the 
ankle to keep you cosy.  We’ve even incorporated a shock 

absorbing layer for super comfort. Shown in Purple with 
Red, also available in Black with Red and Ink 

Blue with Red.Sizes 2½-3 up to 8½-9

Brogue Boot
 £129.00

Poppy Shoe
 £97.00

Our NEW wider fit shoe design featuring a cute 
flower motif and T bar fastening to hold it snugly 

on the foot. Neat almond shaped toe. Shown in Purple, 
also available in Black, Brown and Claret. 

Sizes 2½-3 up to 7½-8

NEW

NEW

Fabulous animal free,Traditional Satchel with 
funky Star Pattern front pocket . Full size to take 
A4 file or laptop.  Adjustable shoulder strap with 

shoulder pad for comfort.  Solid cast roller buckles 
for easy fastening. Library book size front pocket.  
Size 34x27x8.5cm (13x10½x3½”).Only available 

in Ink Blue with Blue Star print.

Liza Shoe 
 £76.00
This low cut style features a neat velcro 
strap passing through a loop so it’s easy 
to fasten and adjust. Shown in Ink Blue, 
also available in Purple Passion, Nut 
Brown and Jet Black. 
Sizes 2½-3 up to 8½-9

Kate Shoe
 £70.00

We love the soft velvety feel of our Kate shoes. They’re 
great to wear too with hidden elastic to snuggle your 
feet and squashy insoles so you feel like you’re walk-
ing on air. Shown in Denim, also available in Spice, 

Aubergine and Graphite.  Sizes 2½-3 up to 8½-9

Star Satchel
   £97.00

see page 12 for full 
details

Babs Shoe
 £76.00

The slim strap on this style ensures a snug fit and the box 
stitching around the toe adds detail. The shock absorbing 
sole and padded insole ensure day long foot comfort. 
Shown in Scarlet, also available in Claret, Nut Brown 
and Jet Black. 
Sizes 2½-3 up to 7½-8

 £48.00
Ash Sandal
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This long boot features 5 
buckle adjustment to get 
the perfect fit around your 

legs. We’ve included a 
shock absorbing mid sole to 
cushion your feet and a pull 

tab at the back. Shown in 
Black and also available 

in Brown.  
Sizes 2½-3 up to 
8½-9

Brandi Boot
 £140.00

Our lower cut lace 
shoe guaranteed to put a 

spring in your step. Shown in Purple 
Passion, also available in Scarlet, Claret 
and Jet Black. Sizes 2½-3 up to 8½-9

Alder Shoe
 £74.00

Mari Boot

  
This style has a side 

zip so you don’t need 
to fasten the laces, but 
they can be adjusted 
for a perfect fit. Black 

only. 
Sizes 2½-3 up to 

8½-9

Jess Boot
 £123.00

Our traditional sturdy ankle boot has had a 
facelift! Now with neater toe shape and built in 
shock absorbing mid sole. 4 eyelet lacing keeps 
it snug around your ankles. Shown in Jet Black 
and also available in Nut Brown. 
Sizes 2½-3 up to 8½-9

£145.00
Really roomy rucksack 
has a velvety feel. 
Internal and external 
pockets plus a useful 
side pocket for 
your mobile phone.
Topped off with a 
drawstring top, 
carry handle 
and adjustable 
straps to fit 
everyone! Size 
24x30x14cm. 
Shown 
in 

Graphite, also available in Aubergine, 
Spice and Denim. 

Conker Rucksack
  £88.00

Neat compact bag 
with applique 
motif to front 

flap. Adjustable 
shoulder strap fits 

to back so it lies 
flat in use.  Size 

20.5x24.5x3.5cm  
Shown in Purple, 
also available in 

Claret, Scarlet and 
Ink Blue.

Happy shoes to bring 
back memories of schooldays! Shown 
in Purple Passion, also available in 
Olive, Nut Brown and Scarlet.
Sizes 2½-3 up to 7½-8

NEW

make use of our refurbishing service £34 
per pair + p&p (£40 for odd size pairs)

Birch Shoe   
 £74.00

Ryde Bag
 £81.00
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Simple Mule made 
from recycled denim 
jeans. Featuring flower motif and our famous 
padded insoles. Only available in recycled 
Denim. Sizes 2½-3 up to 8½-9

Fern Shoe
  £72.00

Cheery shoes to make you 
smile! Slip on style with hidden 
elastic.Shown in Scarlet, also available 
in Purple, Ink Blue and Nut Brown.  
Sizes 2½-3 up to 8½-9 La
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 £93.00
Mia Boot

Neat lace loops give this boot 
clean simple lines. Bags of foot comfort and room 
for warm socks. Shown in Scarlet, also available 
in Nut Brown and Jet Black. 
Sizes 2½-3 up to 8½-9

Jenny Mule  
 £39.00

Grace Shoe
 £74.00

Stunning trim makes 
a lovely feature on this slip on 

style shoe.  Hidden elastic holds it snug-
gly on the foot. Shown in Jet Black, 

also available in Nut Brown and Claret. 
Sizes 2½-3 up to 8½-9

NEWKelly Bag
 £75.00

Hit the town with our fabulous new Kelly bag 
great when you want to dress up. Featuring classy 

nickle turn buckle and neat carry handle. Size 
25x18.5x7cm (10 x7¼x2¾”) Shown in Black, 

also available in Nut Brown, Claret, Purple and 
Scarlet.

Traditional Satchel
 £94.00

Fabulous traditional satchel but completely 
animal free. Full size to take A4 file or laptop.  
Adjustable shoulder strap with shoulder pad 
for comfort.  Solid cast roller buckles for easy 

fastening. Library book size front pocket.  Size 
34x27x8.5cm (13x10½x3½”).  Shown in 

Scarlet with Purple trim, also available in Ink 
Blue with Red trim and Nut Brown.

Spare shoe insoles 
£7.50 per pair
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This cute 
style shoe 
features a 
wide strap to 
hold it snugly on the 
foot with an elegant silver coloured buckle. 
We love the  Dot Print in these pretty shades. 
Shown in Pink Dot Print, also available in 
Scarlet, Purple, Jet Black and Star Print. 
Sizes 2½-3 up to 7½-8

Dorothy Shoe
 £80.00

Molly Bag 
  £77.00

Our classic 
shoulder bag. 
Large gusseted 
front pocket 
and neat 
hidden magnetic 
catch. Toning 
textured trim and 
comfy lined adjustable strap. 
Size 25.5 x20.5 x7.5cm (10x8x3in)
Shown in Nut Brown with Spice Trim, also available in 
Claret with Aubergine Trim, Olive with Moss Trim and 
Ink Blue with Denim Trim.

Mary Jane Shoe
  £109.00

Take a step 
back in time 
with this retro style 
shoe. Slightly wider last.  Shown in Nut 
Brown, also available in Scarlet and Jet 
Black.
Sizes 2½-3 up to 7½-8

Brook Sandal
  £68.00

Our full back 
sandal has no front 
seams so it’s great for 
sore toes. Adjustable ankle strap. Shown in Olive, also 
available in Nut Brown and Ink Blue. 
Sizes 2½-3 up to 7½-8

Wow - our 
most popular boot.  
Underfoot comfort is guaranteed 
with our springy soles & insoles. There’s room for your cosy 
socks and it’ll fit snugly around your ankles to keep out the 
chills. Shown in Nut Brown, also available in Scarlet, Purple, 
Jet Black and Ink Blue. Sizes 2½-3 up to 7½-8

Bramble Boot
 £95.00

Beech Shoe 
 £76.00

This is a cool style for summer with the 
punched front and you’ll love the underfoot 

comfort. Shown in Baked Earth, also available in 
Nut Brown, Ink Blue, Olive and Scarlet. 
Sizes 2½-3 up to 8½-9

Spare shoe insoles 
£7.50 per pair

beech punching detail
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Fig Sandal

Our popular laced sandal is the 
last word in comfort. Padded 
insoles and shock absorbing 
flexible soles will let you forget 
your feet!   Shown in Desert 
Suable, also available in Olive, 
Rose Suable, Denim Suable, 
Scarlet and Ink Blue.   
Sizes 2½-3 up to 7½-8

 £49.00

Pippa Sandal
 £66.00

These colours work so well together, 
and the flower detail looks cute.  
The seamless front is really comfy 
too. Shown in Scarlet-Sand, also 
available in Brown-Desert and Ink-
Denim. Sizes 2½-3 up to 7½-8

Pretty toe post sandals featuring 
decorated uppers with lots of bling!  
Featuring our cushioned sole to make 
you comfy all summer long. Only 
available in Coffee. 
Sizes 2½-3 up to 7½-8

Tess Sandal
 £46.00

This is our classic 
summer sandal - 
great for all that 
holiday sightseeing. 
Traditional 2 strap 
buckle adjustment style. 
Shown in Daisy print, also 
available in Star Print, 
Pink Dot print, Scarlet, Nut 
Brown, Olive, White and 
Purple. 
Sizes 2½-3 up to 7½-8

 £48.00
Ash Sandal
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Bring me sunshine....
NEW

Classic summer sandal 
with easily adjustable 
velcro straps.  Delicate trim 
detail adds a touch of class. 
Super padded insoles to 
keep you on your toes all 
day long. Shown in Spice 
suable, also available 
in Desert suable and 
Denim suable. 
Sizes 2½-3 up to 
7½-8

Emily Sandal
 £51.00

NEW

Pat Sandal
 £66.00

I designed this sandal 
for my holidays - it’s 

great for people who need a bit of 
extra space across the front. The plaited strap 
has a bit of stretch to accommodate problem 
joints. It has built in padded midsole and 
the stitchdown construction uses our wider 
last. The full heel can also accommodate an 
orthotic. Shown in Scarlet, also available 
in Purple, Nut Brown and Jet Black. 
Sizes 2½-3 up to 8½-9

Cherry Sandal
 £63.00

Traditonal style ladies 
sandal but with full back 

for extra support. Features 
2 buckle straps and padded 

insoles for day long foot 
comfort.  Shown in Scarlet, 
also available in Nut Brown, 

Ink Blue and Purple.Sizes 
2½-3 up to 7½-8
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The shoes have been delivered and all fit 
perfectly. Wonderful. Great to have such 
beautiful things to wear on holiday. Wish 

you and all at Freerangers all the best. 
I'll definitely be in touch for more in the 

future. TU Germany August 2011

Holly Shoe
 £77.00

Fringes are in fashion! This really comfy style 
will give you the look you want with the foot 
comfort you’ve longed for. Shown in Claret with 
Aubergine trim, also available in Olive with Moss 
trim, Ink with Denim trim and Brown with Spice 

trim. Sizes 2½-3 up to 8½-9

  £79.00
Clover Shoe

This easily adjustable style has 
a neat motif trim to the strap.
An ideal style if you don’t like 
laces! Shown in Baked Earth, 
also available in Olive, Scarlet, Jet 
Black and Nut Brown. 
Sizes 2½-3 up to 8½-9

Have Happy 
Feet with these shoes 

featuring applique Stars and contrasting stitching. 
Snug on your feet with padded insoles to make them 
comfy all day long. Shown in Baked Earth-Sand trim, 
also available in Claret-Aubergine trim and Olive-Moss 
trim.Sizes 2½-3 up to 8½-9

Star Shoes
 £74.00

Monica Shoe
 £92.00

You’ve asked us for this style - 
classic monk shoe featuring nickel 
buckle. Underfoot padded midsole for 

comfort. Stitch down sole with neat toe shape. Shown in 
Claret, also available in Jet Black and Nut Brown. 

Sizes 2½-3 up to 8½-9

NEW
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Hand made in soft supple Lorica makes this 
half wallet lovely to use. Give as a gift to 
someone you love or treat yourself! Contains 
2 sections for notes, 6 sections for plastic 
cards, plus hidden pockets. Available in Jet 
Black only. Size folded 9 x 11cm. Sorry 
money not included!

  £44.00
Half Wallet

Purse
 £24.00

This is amazing! 
Space to carry cards notes 

& driving licence at the back, stamps in the centre 
mini pockets and coins in the front poppered pocket.  
Size 14 x 9cm.  Shown in Olive and Purple Passion 
also available in Nut Brown and Scarlet.

Just had to say received my Kate shoes few 
days ago, bliss! like walking on clouds and 

so soft ,thank you Lilian, my own hand sew-
ing elf. SM Cornwall May 2012

Thank you so much for the Mary 
Jane shoes. They are perfect. I 
am happily wearing them as I 
write. MG London Oct 2012

My Ash Daisy Print sandals 
arrived just as the sun did! 
Absolutley love these shoes. 
They remind me of my child-

hood summer sandals. Looking 
forward to buying more shoes 

from Freerangers. AF Yorks July 
2012

Thank you for doing such an excellent job on 
refurbishing my shoes, I've not been able to wear 
them for a year because I kept forgetting to send 

them to you and, even though I've got 3 other 
pairs (in different colours!) I've really missed 

these. It was a Cinderella moment when I got to 
put them back on again! SSP Cheshire Sept 2012

I am absolutely thrilled with my star 
shoes, which are much admired and 

hardly ever off my feet, such is the com-
fort and perfect fit. I’ll be choosing more 

shoes in the near future. My bag is the 
best ever! CMc Sussex Sept 2012

Thank you very much for my black Tor 
boots. They are smart and very comfortable. 

Thank Samantha very much for the skill, 
care and effort it must have taken to achieve 

so accurate a fit. CL Devon Sept 2012

Thank you for the shoes that arrived on 
Saturday, as ever with Freerangers the quality 

and fit are both excellent!! RO Wilts June 
2012

Don’t just take our word for it -see how comfy our customers think 
our shoes are....

Someone in Düsseldorf asked me on the 
weekend, where I had acquired the red 
satchel - it is still an eyecatcher after a 
year's use!

TU Germany Sept 2012
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Magic coin purse - whichever way you 
open it, the coins are always there! 
Size 9.5 x9.5cm  Shown in Scarlet, 
also available in Nut Brown, Jet Black, 
Olive, Claret and Ink Blue.

Coin Purse  £3.50

Makes credit cards easier 
to carry - and use! 6 card 
pockets in Jet Black soft 
Lorica. Very slim - folded 
size 7.5 x 10cm  

Credit Card Holder
 

Here’s a nice little treat to brighten 
someone’s day - appliquéd key 
rings in a random mix of pretty 
colours. Leave the choice up to us. 
Size 4.5 x 10.5cm

Key Ring
 £2.50

Key Case   £11.00

Neat case to hold your keys and 
stop them digging into your 
pocket! Keys pull out for use, 
popper closure. Shown in Nut 
Brown, also available in 
Jet Black, Purple and 

Scarlet.

100% vegan watch straps hand made in Lorica. 
Square buckle 16, 18, 20, 22 or 24mm. Round buckle 
12, 14 or 16mm.  Measure between the lugs of your 
existing watch. Square buckle shown in Black, Round 
buckle Shown in Scarlet, both also available in Baked 
Earth, Olive, Purple Passion and Nut Brown.   

Watch Strap Square Buckle
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£24.00

£8.50

Watch Strap Round Buckle

 

Sweet little purse to delight any little 
girl.Size 7.5x10cm (3½x4”)  Shown in 
Scarlet, also available in Purple, Olive, 

Claret, Baked Earth and Ink Blue.

Childs Purse
£8.00

NEW

Phone case
 £8.00

Simple phone case with slot in the base to 
ease phone out. Suits iphone, Samsung 

Galaxy etc. Size 14 x9 cm. Shown in Olive, 
also available in Scarlet, Purple, Desert, 

Brown and Jet Black.

NEW
Luggage Tag

 £8.00

Make your suitcase stand out with your own Vegan 
luggage tag. Size 7 x 11cm (2¾ x 4¼in). Shown 

in Purple, also available in Scarlet, Olive, Nut Brown 
and Jet Black.

NEW
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A wider traditional 
plain firm Lorica 
belt craftsman 
made with topstitch 
detail and solid 
brass buckle. 40mm 
(1½”) wide. Will not 
split. Jet Black only. 
State waist size up to 
120cm (47”) - this 
will be to the centre 
hole with room for 
adjustment !

Alex Belt

 £36.00
Top of the range 
turned edge lined 
belt with top stitch 
detail. Brushed 
nickel buckle. Jet 
Black only. State 
waist size up to 
120cm (47”) - this 
will be to the centre 
hole with room 
for adjustment ! 
30mm (1¼”) wide 
fits most trouser 
loops.

Aragon 
Belt

 £44.00
Unisex 30mm(1¼”) 
wide belt with 
unusual solid 
brass buckle and 
strap detail. Will 
not split. Fits most 
trouser loops. 5 hole 
adjustment. Available 
in Jet Black only.
State waist size - up 
to 120cm (47”) this 
will be to the centre 
hole with room for 
adjustment each side. 

Strider 
Belt

 £34.00
Conical studs 
in a wave follow 
the line of this 
1¼” belt. Shiny 
silvery roller 
buckle matches 
the look. Jet Black 
only. State waist 
size - this will 
be to centre hole 
with room for 
adjustment. 

Wave 
Belt

 £38.00

Our belts will not split!  

Modern belt with 
double row of 
pyramid studs 
and shiny silver 
roller buckle. Jet 
Black only. State 
waist size - up to 
120cm (47”) - this 
will be to centre 
hole with room for 
adjustment! 40mm 
(1½”) wide. 

Studded 
Belt

 £38.00
Fabulous jewelled 
buckle with shades 
of amethyst really 
makes this belt 
special. Prong 
fastening. 40mm 
(1½”) wide.  Jet 
Black only. State 
waist size  up to 
120cm (47”) this 
will be to centre 
hole.

Jewel Belt

 £44.00

Be
lts

Be
lts

Heart Belt

Lovely heart shaped 
buckle makes this 
belt stand out from 
the crowd. Lovely 
soft velvety finish. 
Width 40mm 
(1½”). State waist 
size - this will be to 
the centre hole with 
room for adjustment. 
Shown in Moss and 
also available in 
Aubergine.

 £42.00

Tip: measure an old belt to get the size you need!

Unisex plain 30mm 
(1¼”) wide belt to fit 
most trouser loops - 
city suits or favourite 
jeans. Topstitch detail 
and chunky solid 
brass buckle. Will 
not split. Available 
in Jet Black only. 
State waist size up to 
120cm (47”) - this 
will be to the centre 
hole with room for 
adjustment!

Prairie 
Belt
 £31.00

Tip: measure an old belt to get the size you need!
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NEW

Our Clan belts are totally animal 
free and approved by the Vegan 
Society for your peace of mind.  You 
supply the buckle – a new purchase, 
or a family heirloom – and we will 
make the belt to suit in the waist size 
you give us. (remember to measure 
this over your kilt!). The belt features 
a classic turned edge with top stitch 
detail and is lined and stiffened 
for years of wear. Made from Black 
Lorica microfiber and guaranteed 
not to split.

Clan Belt
 £73.00

Note - you supply your own buckle

Our most popular style for men - comfy enough to 
be casual yet smart enough to wear with a suit to the 
office. Padded insoles to cushion your foot and flexible 
shock absorbing polyurethane soles great if you’re on 
your feet a lot. Shown in Jet Black, also available 
in Moss, Nut Brown, Claret, Ink Blue, 
Graphite Suable and Denim Suable. 
Sizes 5½-6 up to 13½-14

Pine Shoe
 £81.00

for our full range of sporrans see our dedicated website 
www.vegansporrans.co.uk
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Everyday comfort...

Mens Vince Shoe
 £95.00

Traditional mens laced shoe 
featuring contrast detailing 

to top line and thin laces.  Mid 
sole cushioned for comfort.  
Shown in Nut Brown - Spice 

trim, also available in Jet 
Black - Graphite trim and Ink 

Blue - Denim trim.  
Sizes 5½-6 up to 10½-11

Lewis Sporran
 £78.00

Studs sparkle on the squared off front flap of our Lewis Sporran. Press stud fastening 
and three traditional plaited tassels to the fore. Hand sewn in Black Lorica microfiber 

material.  The belt loop to the rear holds the matching long 1¼” wide belt which features 
a silver coloured roller buckle for easy adjustment. Approx size 19 x 17.5 x 2cm

Stornoway Sporran
 £124.00

Semi Dress Sporran with 
traditional pewter cantle. 

Featuring top quality 100% 
acrylic faux fur combined 

with Lorica  making a com-
pletely animal free sporran. 

Supplied with 19mm kilt belt 
with chain & roller buckle. 

Size approx 19 x 17.5 x 2cm.
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Unusual lace detail for this hand stitched, 
flexible, casual boot with bags of foot 
comfort from the padded insoles and shock 
absorbing polyurethane soles. Shown in 
Nut Brown also available in Jet Black.   
Sizes 5½-6 up to 10½-11

Tor Boot
 £110.00

Our traditional sturdy ankle boot has 4 eyelet lacing 
and hard wearing EVA sole. It features built in 
underfoot cushioning and a neat toe shape.  Shown in 
Nut Brown and also available in Jet Black.  
Sizes 5½-6 up to 10½-11

Ross Boot
 £126.00
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A lovely shoe 
for summer with 

punched apron detail for 
warm days.  Shown in Claret, 

also available in Baked Earth and Olive.   
Sizes 5½-6 up to 13½-14

Maple Shoe
 £82.00

make use of our refurbishing service £34 
per pair + p&p (£40 for odd sized pairs)

Smart style  for Men based on our wider last. Features 
neat buckle fastening and stylish Almond shape 

toe. Built in underfoot padding for comfort. 
Shown in Nut Brown and also available in 

Jet Black. 
Sizes 5½-6 up to 10½-11

Monk Shoe
 £95.00

Our easy fastening shoe - great 
if you’re in a hurry and can’t be 
bothered with laces! Fabulous foot 
comfort from the padded insoles and 
flexible sole.   Shown in Olive, also 
available in Claret, Nut Brown, Ink 
Blue and Jet Black.   
Sizes 5½-6 up to 13½-14

Crag Shoe
 £87.00

Spare shoe insoles 
£7.50 per pair
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Summer sandal with full back for extra support 
and classic 2 adjustable straps with roller buckles for easy 
adjustment. Our famous replaceable padded insoles complete the picture and ensure fabulous foot 
comfort. Shown in Ink Blue, also available in Nut Brown and Jet Black. Sizes 5½-6 up to 10½-11

www.freerangers.co.uk

Elm Sandal
 £61.00
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Slip on style with squarish toe shape 
and higher side & front so you don’t 
have acres of sock on show! Hidden 
elastic holds it snugly on the foot.  
Shown in Nut Brown and also available 
in Jet Black.   
Sizes 5½-6 up to 10½-11

Bracken Shoe 
  £79.00

Simple clean lines 
for this traditional mens 
shoe using our wider last.  Built-in shock 
absorbing mid sole for comfort. Snug 
fastening and neat toe shape. Shown in 
Jet Black also available in Nut Brown. 
Sizes 5½-6 up to 10½-11

Harry Shoe
 £92.00

Everything is especially made for your order, so please allow 28 days for despatch.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE We are happy to refund the purchase price of goods (less postage) if returned in an 
unworn condition within 10 days of receipt, or we will exchange goods for an alternative size/style/colour - please 
include return postage and packing. Sorry, we do not exchange ‘Occassion Wear‛ Sporrans. This does not affect 
your statutory rights.
Please use the following guide when ordering your shoes. Not suitable for extremely wide feet. Footwear is water 
resistant but not guaranteed waterproof. Avoid long-term storage of footwear in a confined space, and clean with 
a damp cloth regularly to prevent a build-up of dirt. You can buff them up occasionally with your favourite polish.

Foot Measuring / Ordering Guide

1  Let us know your normal shoe size. 
2 If you have problems with fitting please send us a foot plan. To do this, get a friend to draw 
around your feet using a slim biro type pen, whilst you are standing in your normal socks/tights, 
keeping the pen vertical - you can‛t do this accurately yourself.
2  Put a tape measure under your foot at the widest point - from your big toe joint to the little 
toe - and read off the measurement on the top of your foot. This is the girth measurement. 
Do this for each foot - they‛ll probably be different, and mark where the tape lies on the paper.
3  Choose your style. 
4  Choose your colour - if selecting two colours note the main colour first.
5  For odd sizes tell us the size for left and right - and remember to add the £18 supplement.
6  Enclose payment, including the appropriate postage and packing charge. 

Foot Measuring Instructions & Size Guide

Choose from women‛s sizes

Choose from men‛s sizes
CONTINENTAL

UK

AMERICAN LADIES

AMERICAN MENS

ADULTS

We accept the following 
credit / debit cards &
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Help a Friend

Help a friend. We will be pleased to send a free catalogue to your friends.

Name

Address

Post Code    Telephone

Name

Address

Postcode    Telephone

Comments / Suggestions for future products

Freerangers, 87 Derwent Street, Chopwell,  NE17 7HZ, England
+44 (0) 1207 565 957   info@freerangers.co.uk   

www.freerangers.co.uk

Order 

  STYLE      COLOUR   NORMAL SIZE  GIRTH  PRICE  

Odd sized pairs: add £18.00

UK postage & packing: £4.50

Small order (under£9) p&p  £1.50

EU postage: £13.00

Rest of world postage: £19.00

TOTAL

£4.50

help a friend

we can send them a

catalogue too -

see over

Name
Address

Postcode
Telephone

Payment - by Sterling cheque, credit card, debit card, postal order or international money order.

I enclose a Cheque/Postal Order for  £  made payable to Freerangers

or please charge my credit card number

                                      Expiry date         Valid from              Security Code          

Cardholder’s signature

2013



Refurbishing Service
Don‛t throw away your old Freerangers styles  We offer a full 
refurbishing service. Our little elves will welcome your old 
favourites back, give them some TLC and have them back in the 
post to you in about a week. Price £34 (£40 for odd sized pairs) 
plus usual p&p

New Insoles
We can supply new replacement insoles for most of our styles. 
Shoe insoles £7.50

Jet Black

Nut Brown

Ink Blue

Purple Passion

Scarlet

Claret

Baked Earth

White

Spice

Denim

Sand

Graphite

Pink Dots

Desert

Moss

Aubergine

Colours are as accurate as the printing process will allow.
We reserve the right to improve or amend the 
specifi actions and prices without notice.
Prices shown include VAT @ the current rate.
We are closed for two weeks over Christmas and New Year 
and two weeks in June.

Hand made in the UK

Catalogue design and photography by Jill Woodward

email:info@freerangers.co.uk

87 Derwent Street, Chopwell, NE17 7HZ England
Tel: +44 (0) 1207 565 957

www.freerangers.co.uk

All products are registered
 by the Vegan Society

Olive

Daisy Print

‘Suede‛ effects

Front cover model Lizzie Payton photographer Ruth Machen Stylist Elsa Perro

info@freerangers.co.uk
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Star Print


